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Abstract. Stability analysis is of great significance to land-
slide hazard prevention, especially the dynamic stability.
However, many existing stability analysis methods are dif-
ficult to analyse the continuous landslide stability and its
changing regularities in a uniform criterion due to the unique
landslide geological conditions. Based on the relationship
between displacement monitoring data, deformation states
and landslide stability, a state fusion entropy method is herein
proposed to derive landslide instability through a comprehen-
sive multi-attribute entropy analysis of deformation states,
which are defined by a proposed joint clustering method
combiningK-means and a cloud model. Taking Xintan land-
slide as the detailed case study, cumulative state fusion en-
tropy presents an obvious increasing trend after the landslide
entered accelerative deformation stage and historical max-
ima match highly with landslide macroscopic deformation
behaviours in key time nodes. Reasonable results are also
obtained in its application to several other landslides in the
Three Gorges Reservoir in China. Combined with field sur-
vey, state fusion entropy may serve for assessing landslide
stability and judging landslide evolutionary stages.

1 Introduction

Landslides are some of the greatest natural hazards, account-
ing for massive damages of properties every year (Dai et al.,
2002). Analysis of landslide stability as well as its chang-
ing regularities plays a significant role in risk assessment at
site-specific landslides (Wang et al., 2014). For this concern,
many stability analysis methods have been proposed, such as
Saito’s method, limit equilibrium method (LEM) and finite
element method (FEM) (Saito, 1965; Duncan, 1996; Grif-

fiths and Fenton, 2004). Saito’s method is an empirical fore-
cast model and is suitable for the prediction of sliding ten-
dency and then the failure time. Based on homogeneous soil
creep theory and displacement curve, it divides displacement
creep curves into three stages – deceleration creep, stable
creep and accelerating creep – and establishes a differential
equation for accelerating creep. The physical basis of Saito’s
method helped it to successfully forecast a landslide that oc-
curred in Japan in December 1960, but also makes it strongly
dependent on field observations. LEM is a kind of calcula-
tion method to evaluate landslide stability based on mechan-
ical balance principle. By assuming a potential sliding sur-
face and slicing the sliding body on the potential sliding sur-
face firstly, LEM calculates the shear resistance and the shear
force of each slice along the potential sliding surface and de-
fines their ratio as the safety factor to describe landslide sta-
bility. LEM is simple and can directly analyse landslide sta-
bility under limit condition without geotechnical constitutive
analysis. However, this neglect of geotechnical constitutive
characteristic also restricts it to a static mechanics evalua-
tion model that is incapable of evaluating the changing regu-
larities of landslide stability. LEM involves too many physi-
cal parameters, such as cohesive strength and friction angle,
which makes it greatly limited in landslide forecast. As a typ-
ical numerical simulation method, FEM subdivides a large
problem into smaller, simpler parts that are called finite ele-
ments. The simple equations that model these finite elements
are then assembled into a larger system of equations that
models the entire problem. FEM then uses variational meth-
ods from the calculus of variations to approximate a solu-
tion by minimising an associated error function. In landslide
stability analysis, FEM not only satisfies the static equilib-
rium condition and the geotechnical constitutive characteris-
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tic but also adapts to the discontinuity and heterogeneity of
the rock mass. However, FEM is quite sensitive to various in-
volved parameters and the computation will increase greatly
to get more accurate results. If parameters and boundaries
are precisely determined, LEM and FEM can provide results
with high reliability. Other stability analysis methods such as
the strength reduction method also have been rapidly applied
(Dawson et al., 2015). These methods provide the theoretical
basis for analysing landslide stability and have been widely
applied in engineering geology (Knappett, 2008; Morales-
Esteban et al., 2015).

Despite of the great contributions made by these stabil-
ity analysis methods, there are a few matters cannot be ne-
glected. Firstly, the safety factor is the most adopted index
to indicate landslide stability (Hsu and Chien, 2016), but
it mainly indicates safe (larger than 1) or unsafe (smaller
than 1) and is incapable of showing the degree of stabil-
ity or instability (Li et al., 2009; Singh et al., 2012). Sec-
ondly, external factors such as rainfall (Priest et al., 2011;
Bernardie et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016) and fluctuation of
water level (Ashland et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2017b) will
also change landslide stability. However, currently only a few
studies have mentioned real-time landslide stability (Mon-
trasio et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2014). Thirdly, methods like
LEM and FEM involve too many physical parameters whose
uncertainties make these methods hard to match with the
real-time conditions of landslide. It becomes of great inter-
est to find a new method to evaluate landslide stability that
only requires a few parameters, can easily be matched with
landslide real-time conditions and can indicate the extent as
well as the changing regularities of landslide stability.

Displacement is the most direct and continuous manifes-
tation of landslide deformation promoted by external factors
and has been widely used in landslide analysis (Asch et al.,
2009; Manconi and Giordan, 2015; Huang et al., 2017a).
Due to its easy acquisition, quantification and high reliabil-
ity, displacement monitoring data have become some of the
most recognised evidence for landslide stability analysis and
early warning. Macciotta et al. (2016) suggested that veloc-
ity threshold be used as a criterion for an early warning sys-
tem and that the annual horizontal displacement threshold
for Ripley landslide (GPS 1) can be 90 mm and that between
May and September can be 25 mm. Based on the analysis
of a large number of displacement monitoring data, Xu and
Zeng (2009) proposed that deformation acceleration be used
as an indicator of landslide warning; the acceleration thresh-
old of Jimingsi landslide was regarded as 0.45 mmd−2 and
that of another landslide in Daye iron mine as 0.2 mmd−2.
Federico et al. (2012) presented a systematic introduction to
the prediction of landslide failure time according to the dis-
placement data. However, although displacement data have
been widely used in landslide analysis, it is hard to define
a unified displacement threshold due to the unique geological
conditions, and many studies draw their conclusions directly

based on original data and personal engineering geological
experience.

Entropy has been widely used to describe the disorder,
imbalance and uncertainty of a system (Montesarchio et al.,
2011; Ridolfi et al., 2011). Previous works have introduced
entropy into landslide susceptibility mapping to evaluate the
weights of indexes (Pourghasemi et al., 2012; Devkota et al.,
2013). From the viewpoint of system theory, a landslide can
be regarded as an open system that exchanges energy and in-
formation with external factors. Shi and Jin (2009) proposed
a generalized information entropy approach (GIE) to eval-
uate the “energy” of multi-triggers of landslide and found
that the GIE index showed a mutation before landslide fail-
ure in a case study. But this GIE method is aimed at landslide
triggering factors and thus cannot directly indicate landslide
stability.

In this paper, a state fusion entropy (SFE) approach is pro-
posed for continuous and site-specific analysis of landslide
stability changing regularities. It firstly defines deformation
states as an integrated numerical feature of landslide defor-
mation. Considering the multiple attributes of deformation
states, entropy is adopted for landslide stability (instability)
analysis. Correspondingly, a historical maximum index is in-
troduced to identify key time nodes of stability changes.

2 Methods

In this paper, a landslide is regarded as an open dynamic
system, and landslide stability (instability) is the source of
the system. Under the influence of external factors, landslide
stability will respond to these triggers by generating defor-
mation states. Eventually, deformation states will be mani-
fested in the form of landslide displacement. Therefore, to
analyse landslide stability based on displacement monitor-
ing data, defining deformation states is the primary founda-
tion. In order to adapt to the unique geological conditions
of different landslides, a joint clustering method combining
K-means clustering and cloud modeling is proposed. Aiming
for three typical characteristics of deformation states, entropy
analysis is then conducted and fused to analyse landslide in-
stability and its changing regularities. A result interpretation
method is proposed correspondingly. The flow chart is shown
in Fig. 1.

2.1 Deformation state definition based on K-means
combined with a cloud model

Many deformation states exist during the development of
landslide (Wu et al., 2016) and link up landslide stability and
displacement monitoring data. On the one hand, deforma-
tion states indicate temporary landslide stability. On the other
hand, deformation states can be manifested by displacement
monitoring data. Therefore, the excavation of deformation
states can be the primary step for analysing landslide stability
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Figure 1. Flow chart of state fusion entropy method.

analysis and its changing regularities according to displace-
ment data. Due to the unique geological conditions of dif-
ferent landslides, a unified definition of deformation states
seems infeasible. In view of this, the data-driven K-means
clustering method and a cloud model are integrated to inves-
tigate deformation states.
K-means is one kind of unsupervised clustering methods

of vector quantisation and is popular in data mining. It aims
to partition N observations intoK clusters in which each ob-
servation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean (Stein-
ley, 2006; Hartigan and Wong, 2013). Given a set of ob-
servations (x1,x2, . . .,xN ), where each observation is a d-
dimensional real vector,K-means clustering aims to partition
theN observations intoK(K ≤N) sets S = {S1,S2, . . .,SK}.
Formally, the objective is to find theK sets to minimise intra-
class distance and maximise inter-class distance through iter-
ations. The objective ofK-means can be expressed as Eq. (1).

arg min Dintra
s

= arg min
s

∑K

i=1

∑
x∈Si
|x− ci |

2,

arg min Dinter
s

= arg min
s

∑K

i=1

∑K

j=i
|ci − cj |

2, (1)

where ci is the mean of points in Si ; Dintra is the pairwise
squared deviations of points in the same cluster, represent-
ing the consistency of each cluster; and Dinter is the squared
deviations between points in different clusters, reflecting the
differences among clusters.
K-means clustering method is simple, fast and efficient.

All observations will be labelled after clustering. However,
since the clustering process is unsupervised, the cluster la-
bels of observations are unstable and have a certain random-
ness. Additionally, theK-means algorithm lacks the index to
distinguish observations in the same cluster, which leads to
high fuzziness of cluster labels. Focussing the randomness

Figure 2. Digital features of one-dimensional cloud.

and fuzziness of cluster labels, a cloud model is introduced
to offer help.

The cloud model was proposed in 1995 to analyse the
uncertain transformation between qualitative concepts and
their quantitative expressions (Li et al., 1995). Among all
cloud models, the normal cloud model is the most popular
due to its universality (Li and Liu, 2004). Let U be a uni-
verse of quantitative values, and C be the qualitative con-
cept of U . For any element x in U , if there exists a random
number y = µA(x),y ∈ [0,1] with a stable tendency, then y
is defined as the membership (certainty) of x to C and the
distribution of y on the universe U is defined as a cloud.
The cloud model uses the expectation (E), entropy (En) and
hyper-entropy (He) to characterise a qualitative concept and
integrates the ambiguity and randomness of the concept. Ex-
pectation is the central value of the concept in the universe
and is the value that best represents the qualitative concept.
Entropy reflects the ambiguity of the qualitative concept and
indicates the range of values that the concept accepts in the
universe. Hyper-entropy indicates the randomness of mem-
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Figure 3. Location and plane/section of Xintan landslide.

bership. The diagram of digital features of one-dimensional
cloud is shown in Fig. 2. Given the digital features of a one-
dimensional normal cloud [Ex, Enx, Hex], cloud droplets can
be generated by a forward cloud generator (CG) in the fol-
lowing order: (1) generate a normal random number x with
Ex as the mean and Enx as variance; (2) generate a normal
random number Enx′ with Enx as the mean and Hex as vari-
ance; (3) calculate the membership as Eq. (2) and each (x,y)
is defined as a cloud droplet; (4) repeat the above steps un-
til required number of cloud droplets are generated. Corre-
spondingly, the process of calculating digital features based
on cloud droplets is called the backward cloud generator
(CG−1).

y = exp
{
−
(x−Ex)2

2Enx′2

}
(2)

K-means can automatically derive labels (concepts) from
data but cannot distinguish items with the same label. The
cloud model can utilise the distribution characteristics of data
and express the membership of each data item to correspond-
ing concept, but cannot work without defining concepts.
Therefore, a joint clustering method combining K-means
and the cloud model is proposed to define landslide defor-
mation states according to displacement monitoring data. To
describe clearly this method, two functional data types are
defined for landslide displacement data. One is to indicate
deformation extent (DE) and the other deformation tendency

(DT). Positive DT indicates an increasing deformation. The
process of defining deformation states is as follows.

Step 0. Unite DE and DT at the same time as an item, i.e.,
(DE, DT).

Step 1. Cluster all items based on K-means and obtain clus-
ter labels (K_label) and the distance of each item to
corresponding cluster centroid (dic).

Step 2. For each cluster (cloud)

a. select a proportion of items as the typical items
based on dic;

b. conduct CG−1 on typical items to obtain the dig-
ital features of this cloud;

c. conduct CG to generate cloud droplets based on
the digital features for visual analysis.

Step 3. Calculate and normalise the memberships of each
item to all clouds, and define the cloud label with
the largest membership as the deformation state of
corresponding item.

As can be seen from above procedures, the definition of
deformation states is basically driven by displacement mon-
itoring data and thus can adapt the unique geological con-
ditions of different landslides. Membership can be used to
distinguish the displacement data with the same deformation
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Figure 4. Regenerated clouds of each cluster.

state. Since displacement data are acquired in chronological
order, the result is also a time-related state sequence.

As for the deformation state sequence, three typical at-
tributes need to be noticed: the timeliness, the Markov prop-
erty and fuzziness. Timeliness is the primary attribute of each
deformation state and is the basis of stability analysis. The
Markov property is caused by the continuity and hysteresis
characteristic of external trigging factors such as rainfall and
fluctuation of water level (Bordoni et al., 2015). The fuzzi-
ness is introduced in the process of defining deformation
states.

2.2 Fusion entropy analysis of deformation state
sequence

Entropy is an indicator of the degree of system chaos. In-
troduced in the communication system by Shannon in 1948,
entropy has become the basis of information theory (Shan-
non, 1948). Let X be a discrete random variable, where x is
one state of X and p(x) is the probability when X = x. The
information entropy of X can be calculated by Eq. (3).

I (x)=−logp(x),

H(X)=
∑

x∈X
p(x) · I (x), (3)

where I (x) is the information amount of x and H(X) is
the entropy of X. As shown in Eq. (3), the information
amount increases with the decrease of probability. H(X)
is the statistical average of the information amount of each
state, representing the overall uncertainty of X. The p(x)-
weighted · I (x) can be regarded as the individuation of
state x to overall uncertainty H(X).

As for landslide deformation states, each contains some
information about landslide stability. Slight deformation oc-
curs frequently but indicates a relatively stable state of a land-
slide. Severe deformation occurs rarely but indicates a really

Figure 5. Comparison of K_label and CM_label.

high instability of a landslide and should draw immediate
attention and early warning. Therefore, entropy analysis is
conducted to analyse landslide instability based on deforma-
tion states. Focussing the timeliness and Markov property of
deformation state sequence, state occurrence entropy (SOE)
and state transition entropy (STE) are defined. Thereof, the
product of SOE, STE and membership is defined as the SFE
to describe the comprehensive information about landslide
instability.

SOE mainly aims to measure the information about land-
slide stability provided by a single occurrence of one defor-
mation state. Considering the great significance of severe de-
formation to landslide early warning, the basic equation of
information entropy is modified to emphasise the probability
difference between severe and slight deformation. To show
the deformation tendency, the sign of SOE is defined to be
the same as DT, which also reflects the timeliness of defor-
mation states. State occurrence entropy is defined in Eq. (4).

SOEi,t =
−log(pi)/Ni∑K
i=1− log(pi)/Ni

· sign(DTt ), (4)

where pi is the probability of deformation state i; Ni is the
frequency of deformation state i; K is the number of defor-
mation states, i.e., the cluster number in the K-means clus-
tering method; DTt is the deformation tendency index (DT)
at time t ; and SOEi,t is the state occurrence entropy of the
occurrence of state i at time t .

STE focuses on the measurement of the information about
landslide stability when one deformation state transmits to
another. Markov property describes such a property of a dis-
crete state sequence as each state only being influenced by
the former one state, independent of other states (Tauchen,
1986). Because the influence of external factors on landslide
has the continuity and hysteresis characteristic, the deforma-
tion state sequence satisfies the Markov property. Therefore,
the state transition matrix of the Markov chain is employed
to quantitatively analyse the transition regularities of defor-
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Table 1. Monthly horizontal displacement of A3 from January 1978 to May 1985 (in millimetres).

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

1978 0.0 3.2 7.1 6.1 6.4 8.7 13.1 6.9 4.8 1.8 1.8 7.5
1979 1.6 7.2 1.0 1.6 5.0 10.5 5.7 19.7 336.3 161.3 39.8 1.6
1980 14.3 11.1 7.8 4.2 9.7 9.7 80.8 49.5 59.5 20.7 9.4 18.7
1981 22.9 6.9 6.2 10.6 6.5 5.0 3.4 10.2 8.6 11.7 6.8 1.9
1982 8.2 7.5 6.8 33.2 66.7 82.2 54.5 344.2 430.6 525.6 433.5 35.3
1983 45.3 15.0 31.8 16.4 20.0 20.8 43.9 348.1 101.3 171.2 298.7 156.2
1984 69.1 51.3 27.6 15.5 49.0 127.9 196.0 320.1 136.1 413.8 325.8 214.6
1985 142.1 146.1 153.3 123.0 296.1

Table 2. Cluster centroids and number of items in each cluster.

K_label Velocity (v) Acceleration (a) Items

1 30.83 0.13 69
2 133.53 201.86 8
3 366.75 −133.09 10

mation states. STE is defined as Eq. (5).

STEij =
−pij · log(pij )
K∑
j=1
−pij · log(pij )

, (5)

where pij is the transition probability from former state i to
current state j ; K is the number of deformation states, i.e.,
the cluster number inK-means clustering method; and STEij
is the state transition entropy of the transition from former
state i to current state j . As for landslide deformation states,
severe deformation occurs rarely, resulting in a small prob-
ability of transitions from other deformation states to severe
deformation. In contrast, severe deformation indicates a high
instability of a landslide and thus has a characteristic of poor
sustainability. Apparently, the longer the severe deformation
lasts, the higher instability the landslide and the larger STE
will have.

Finally, SFE is defined as the product of state occurrence
entropy, state transition entropy and membership degree, as
shown in Eq. (6). This definition is mainly based on the fol-
lowing reasons: (1) although state occurrence entropy and
state transition entropy emphasise the different attributes of
deformation states, they are both expressed in the form of
information entropy. (2) They share the common engineer-
ing significance that the larger the entropy, the more instable
the landslide. (3) The membership in the cloud model indi-
cates the extent to which displacement data support the defor-
mation state concept and thus deserve consideration. Essen-
tially, SFE is the individual contribution of temporary defor-
mation state to a landslide’s overall instability. By accumu-
lating SFE according to time, cumulative state fusion entropy

(CSFE) can be obtained.

SFEj,t = SOEj,t ·STEij ·MBSj

CSFEt =
∑t

t0
SFEj,t (6)

2.3 Result interpretation of state fusion entropy

SFE is the comprehensive representation of the timeliness,
Markov property and fuzziness attributes of deformation
states. In mathematical form, SFE can be regarded as the
weighted information amount, indicating the individuation
of each deformation state to overall landslide instability. For
the value, on the one hand, the sigh of SFE is determined by
DT, indicating the deformation tendency of landslide. Posi-
tive DT indicates a growing instability, and negative DT indi-
cates a decreasing instability. On the other hand, the instable
extent is represented by the absolute value of SFE.

CSFE is the sum of SFE, as shown in Eq. (6). According to
information theory, entropy indicates the overall uncertainty
and instability of source. Likewise, CSFE reflects the over-
all instability of landslide in the whole monitoring period. In
other words, CSFE represents the cumulative effect of land-
slide instability. As time goes on, CSFE will also indicate
the changing regularities of landslide instability. If landslide
stays in a slight deformation period, CSFE will remain at
a relatively low level. If landslide develops into a severe de-
formation period, CSFE will accordingly show a continuous
growth. Besides, a historical maximum index is introduced
to identify key time nodes of stability changes. It is defined
as the maximum from the very beginning to the time in ques-
tion of CSFE. Each renewal of historical maximum suggests
a more dangerous state of landslide. Once the new historical
maximum occurs frequently, the CSFE curve will inevitably
increase significantly, indicating high instability of a land-
slide. In this case, field surveys will be necessary for land-
slide early warning and hazard prevention.

3 Case study

To verify the effectiveness of the SFE method, five landslides
in the Three Gorges Reservoir area in China were selected as
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Table 3. State transition entropy of Xintan landslide.

Deformation state S1 S2 S3

S1 0.2679 0.4687 0.2634
S2 0.0000 0.5516 0.4484
S3 0.3635 0.3112 0.3253

Figure 6. Monthly state fusion entropy of Xintan landslide.

examples for stability changing regularities analysis. Among
them, the Xintan landslide is a reactive landslide triggered
by rainfall. The Baishuihe landslide, Bazimen landslide and
Shuping landslide are reactive landslides mainly triggered
by reservoir water level and rainfall. Pajiayan landslide is
a newly created landslide. Limited by space, the results of
the Xintan landslide are detailed while others are simply pre-
sented.

The Xintan landslide, which occurred 26.6 km upstream
of the Three Gorges Dam and 15.5 km downstream of Zigui
County, is located in the city of Xintan on the north shore of
Yangtze River. It extends from south to north with a length
of 2000 m. The width of the rear edge is about 300 m and the
width of the front edge is between 500 and 1000 m, with an
average width of 450 m. The elevation decreases from about
900 m in the north to 65 m in the south with an average gradi-
ent of about 23◦. The main body of the deep-seated landslide
was comprised of colluvial deposits overlying the bedrock of
shale stone of Silurian system, sandstone of Devonian sys-
tem and limestone of Carboniferous and Permian systems.
The strike of the bedrock strata was mainly 10◦ N–30◦ E, al-
most perpendicular to the Yangtze River. At the end of 1977,
a monitoring system of surface displacement composed of
four collimation lines was set up and eight markers were
added in July 1984 mainly by the Avalanche Survey Depart-
ment of Xiling Gorge. Thanks to this monitoring and field
investigation, the losses were contained at the possible min-
ima, without any fatalities and injuries when Xintan landslide
occurred on 12 June 1985 (Zhang et al., 2006; Huang et al.,
2009; Lin et al., 2013). According to previous studies, cumu-

Figure 7. Cumulative state fusion entropy and historical maxima of
Xintan landslide.

lative horizontal displacements at A3 and B3 are considered
to be the most representative (Wang, 2009). Location and two
monitoring points of Xintan landslide are shown in Fig. 3.
According to previous studies (He et al., 2015), monthly hor-
izontal displacement of A3 from January 1978 to May 1985
is shown in Table 1. Since the displacement of A3 was ob-
tained monthly, deformation states and state fusion entropy
will also be monthly indexes for Xintan landslide.

Considering that the monitoring error of GPS can be ig-
nored compared to landslide actual deformation on a monthly
timescale, monthly deformation velocity (v) was selected as
the DE index and monthly deformation acceleration (a) as
the DT index. Firstly, monthly deformation states were de-
fined based on a joint clustering method of K-means and a
cloud model, with monthly deformation velocity and accel-
eration as the inputs. Given that there are about 90 monthly
items with two dimensions, i.e., (v, a), cluster numberK was
empirically set to 3 for simplicity. The initial cluster cen-
troids were determined by performing preliminary clustering
phase on a random 10 % subsample of data set. The cluster-
ing process was repeated nine times and the cluster labels
(K_label) were determined based on voting strategy. Cluster
centroids and number of items in each cluster are shown in
Table 2.

As can be seen from Table 2, obvious numerical differ-
ences exist among cluster centroids, suggesting different de-
formation patterns. Most items belong to the first cluster,
whose deformation velocity and acceleration remain at a rel-
ative low level, proving that the occurrence probability of
slight deformation is large while that of severe deformation
is small during the development of landslide.

The cloud model continued to evaluate the membership of
each item to the corresponding cluster label. In view of the
non-negative numerical limit of deformation velocity, clus-
ter 1 was set as a right half cloud, cluster 2 as a symmetric
cloud and cluster 3 as a left half cloud in deformation velocity
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Figure 8. Comparison of CSFE with ULRR and safety factor of
Xintan landslide.

dimension. In deformation acceleration dimension, all clus-
ters were set as symmetric clouds. The regenerated clouds
are shown in Fig. 4. After obtaining digital features of each
cloud, membership of each item to all clouds was calculated
and unified, and the cloud label (CM_label) with the largest
membership was defined as the monthly deformation state.
Comparison of K_label and CM_label is shown in Fig. 5.
As can be seen, K_label and CM_label are almost the same.
However, there are some items which belonged to cluster 1
in K-means that now belong to cluster 2 or 3 in the cloud
model, indicating that cluster 1 has a low tolerance for nu-
merical deviations.

After the joint clustering process of K-means and the
cloud model, monthly deformation states were derived, af-
ter which SFE analysis of deformation state sequence was
followed. As mentioned in the Methods section, state occur-
rence entropy and state transition entropy are defined with re-
lation to the timeliness and Markov property of deformation
states. After the statistics of the frequency and probability of
each deformation state, state occurrence entropy of each de-
formation state was calculated based on Eq. (4), whose abso-
lute values were 0.1621, 0.4980 and 0.3399. A state transi-
tion matrix was obtained by analysing deformation state se-
quence and state transition entropy obtained based on Eq. (5)
is shown in Table 3. Three values are mainly discussed here.
(1) The STE from S2 to S1 is zero. As mentioned earlier,
S2 has a relatively large deformation velocity while S1 has
a smaller one. Thus, a deceleration process which corre-
sponds to S3 will inevitably show up between S2 and S1.
(2) The transition from slight deformation S1 to S1 presents
a small transition entropy, indicating a small risk of landslide.
(3) The maximum transition entropy occurs in the transition
from S2 to S2, indicating an increasing instability.

Finally, monthly SFE was calculated based on Eq. (6),
as shown in Fig. 6. Between December 1977 and Decem-
ber 1981, monthly SFE remains at a low level, fluctuating

around zero. There are two local maxima but they only last
a short time. Between January 1982 and May 1982, values
close to the local maxima in earlier stage occur frequently,
indicating increasing instability and higher risk of the Xintan
landslide.

For an insight into the cumulative effect and changing reg-
ularities of landslide instability, CSFE was calculated, af-
ter which historical maxima were picked out, as shown in
Fig. 7. As for the CSFE curve, there are two typical chang-
ing forms: fluctuation around zero type and fluctuant increas-
ing type. The first type occurs between January 1978 and
February 1982, during which the CSFE fluctuates around
zero with a slight decrease. A local maximum occurs in Au-
gust 1979. The global minimum occurs in February 1982.
After February 1982, CSFE shows an apparent fluctuant in-
creasing trend. Historical maxima mainly concentrate in two
periods. From January 1978 to July 1979, the first period is at
the prophase of the monitoring period and the historical max-
imum is relatively small and easy to update. From June 1982
to April 1985, the second period is at the anaphase of the
monitoring period. During this time, the frequent renewal of
the historical maximum indicates an increasing instability of
Xintan landslide and higher risk of landslide hazard.

The macroscopic behaviours of Xintan landslide near his-
torical maxima were investigated according to previous stud-
ies (Wang, 1996). Around August 1982, the front edge of
Jiangjiapo went through a small collapse. In June 1983,
the colluvial deposits between Guangjiaya and Jiangjiapo
showed signs of resurrection. At the end of 1984, the trail-
ing edge of the landslide showed an “armchair” shape and
the leading edge was bulged out. Some collapse pits were
found on the upper side while several new tensile cracks were
found in the middle. Meanwhile, some small collapses which
seem irrelevant to rainfall occurred. In May 1985, old cracks
widened and new cracks appeared, forming a ladder-shaped
landing ridge. Moreover, Jiangjiapo presented a clear trend of
the overall slippage. These proofs suggest that the historical
maximum index is highly consistent with landslide macro-
scopic deformation behaviours.

Many studies have claimed the close relationship between
landslide stability and evolutionary stages (Xu et al., 2008).
Thus the evolutionary stages of Xintan landslide were in-
troduced to verify the effectiveness of the SFE method. Ac-
cording to previous studies, Xintan landslide entered uniform
deformation stage in August 1979, entered accelerative de-
formation stage in July 1982 and failed in June 1985 (Yin
et al., 2002). As shown in Fig. 7, August 1979 corresponds
to a local mutation of CSFE and is also the end of the first
period of historical maxima. July 1982 is located at the fluc-
tuant increasing period of CSFE and it is the start of the sec-
ond period of historical maxima. Before the failure of Xintan
landslide, CSFE had already reached a really high level in
April 1985. In other words, historical maxima match really
well with the evolutionary stages of Xintan landslide in key
time nodes and may suggest the effectiveness of this method.
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Figure 9. Cumulative state fusion entropy and historical maxima of Baishuihe, Bazimen, Shuping and Pajiayan landslides.

Furthermore, when Xintan landslide entered accelerative de-
formation stage in July 1982, CSFE started an obvious fluc-
tuant increasing trend. In this aspect, the fluctuant increasing
type of CSFE may serve as a new clue to determine whether
a landslide is entering the accelerative deformation stage or
not.

In addition, the results of several other studies were intro-
duced for comparison. Chen (2014) studied the stability of
Xintan landslide by FEM with consideration of the loading
effect and material weakening caused by rainfall, as shown
in Fig. 8. Moreover, the result of an unloading–loading re-
sponse ratio method (ULRR) is also introduced (Zhang et al.,
2006; He et al., 2010), as shown in Fig. 8. Because only an-
nual results are given in these studies, annual averages of
CSFE were correspondingly calculated for comparison. Ac-
cording to Fig. 8, the safety factor decreases year by year and
cannot reflect the recovery process of landslides stability. The
ULRR presents similar changing regularities like CSFE after
Xintan landslide entered the accelerative deformation stage
in 1982. However, the mutation in 1981 when Xintan is still
in the uniform deformation stage seems unreasonable. Be-

sides, ULRR is obtained yearly and offers less details about
stability changes than CSFE.

Similarly, SFE analysis of Baishuihe landslide, Bazimen
landslide, Shuping landslide and Pajiayan landslide in the
Three Gorges Reservoir area in China was also conducted
on the displacement data that derived from previous studies
(Tang et al., 2012; Xu, 2012; Xu et al., 2013; Liao, 2014)
and the results are shown in Fig. 9. Similarities and dif-
ferences between displacement and state fusion entropy are
found through a comparative analysis of these landslides. For
the Bazimen landslide and Pajiayan landslide, CSFE and cu-
mulative displacement show similar change rules, especially
during the drawdown period of water level, indicating their
intrinsic consistency. For the Baishuihe landslide and Shup-
ing landslide, CSFE shows a distinctly different character-
istic from their cumulative displacement. Taking Baishuihe
landslide as an example, the severe deformation in June 2007
seems to suggest that the landslide entered the accelera-
tive deformation stage. However, subsequent monitoring has
proven that the deformation is only a temporary effect of
heavy rainfall and fluctuation of water level (Xu et al., 2008).
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Figure 10. CSFE with different cluster numbers (K = 3 to 7) of Xintan landslide.

In Fig. 9, CSFE of Baishuihe landslide returns to a low level
after several historical maxima.

4 Discussion and conclusion

Under the guidance of dynamic state system and based on
the relationship of displacement monitoring data, deforma-
tion state and landslide stability, a state fusion entropy ap-
proach is proposed to conduct a continuous and site-specific
analysis of the changing regularities of landslide stability.
A joint clustering method combining K-means and a cloud
model is firstly proposed to investigate landslide deforma-
tion states, and then a multi-attribute entropy analysis fol-
lows to estimate landslide instability. Furthermore, a histor-
ical maximum index is introduced for identifying key time
nodes of stability changes. To verify the effectiveness of this
approach, Xintan landslide is selected as a detailed case and
four other landslides in the Three Gorges Reservoir area as
brief cases. Taking Xintan landslide as an example, cumu-
lative state fusion entropy mainly fluctuated around zero in
the initial deformation stage and uniform deformation stage,
but an obvious fluctuant increasing tendency appeared after
Xintan landslide entered accelerative deformation stage. Ad-
ditionally, a thorough collection of the macroscopic proofs
also suggests that historical maxima are highly consistent
with landslide macroscopic deformation behaviours.

Compared with traditional safety factor, state fusion en-
tropy evaluates the landslide instability and is capable of in-

dicating its extent and changing regularities. Compared with
simulation methods for landslide stability analysis, this ap-
proach takes displacement monitoring data as the basis of
landslide stability analysis and thus is prone to continuous
stability analysis. Compared with direct judgment from dis-
placement monitoring data, this approach analyses landslide
deformation states by using a data-driven model, avoiding
the disunity of individual engineering geology experience,
ensuring its applicability to the geological conditions of dif-
ferent landslides.

To measure the influence of different cluster numbers on
the performance of this method, CSFE with different cluster
numbers (K = 3 to 7) is compared, as shown in Fig. 10. As
can be seen, CSFE varies slightly with K . This is mainly be-
cause different K correspond to different division roughness
of deformation states, which sequentially affects the value of
the CSFE. Due to this fluctuation, CSFE is not intended to
be applied to landslide early warning unless it is qualified
by further research. Despite this, the overall trend remains
unchanged, which suggests a steady statistical regularity of
deformation states.

Furthermore, several issues also need to be clarified.
Firstly, data selection and feature extraction are simplified.
Multiple monitoring has already become a common prac-
tice in landslide monitoring, but the comprehensive mining
of multi-source data is also still a common problem and rel-
evant research of SFE is still in progress. Despite this, some
theories have already emerged. For the open system of land-
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slide, the displacement of different monitoring points can
be regarded as landslide samples with different deformation
scales. In contrast, fractal theory tells that same patterns as
the entire system can be found if a small part of the whole is
magnified. Therefore, fractal theory may contribute to multi-
point data analysis. Due to the lack of higher time resolution
monitoring data, a common practice of selecting one typi-
cal monthly displacement data of GPS has been adopted for
now. On this timescale, deformation velocity and accelera-
tion are considered to express landslide deformation well and
are thus selected for deformation state definition. For higher
time resolution data, some feature extraction methods may
be necessary to determine the DE and DT indexes. Finally,
entering into accelerative deformation stage is a necessary
condition for landslide failure. The fluctuant increasing ten-
dency of cumulative state fusion entropy and the frequent
renewal of historical maximum may help to judge whether
a landslide has entered accelerative deformation stage. Once
this happens, other clues such as macro-cracks should also be
taken into account to fully determine landslide early warning
level.
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